
Xerox DP 820
You've finally found the projector for your
business that combines super brightness
and fits within your budget. And only
Xerox delivers your business needs with
the DP 820 projector. 1600 lumens will
enlighten the room and your audience in
large ambient-lit conference rooms without
the need for room darkening measures. At
only 4.5 lbs, this projector is still lighter
than most laptop PCs so it can be used as a
permanent fixture in the boardroom, moved
to the training center or even packed up for
the road.

Image quality is astounding whether you
display presentations, photos or video. An
800 x 600 SVGA display assures PC and
video compatibility as well as a sharp
picture quality that will inform or entertain
your audience. The DP 820's resolution,
brightness, and color fidelity combine to
project an image quality so impressive,

it can do double duty as a home-theater
projection system. Shadows and highlights
are further enhanced with a 2000:1 contrast
ratio usually found in far more expensive
models. The advanced input choices will
make connection to your PC or image
source foolproof and effortless. Preparation
time before your presentation is a quick
video connection and power cord. The rest
of the presentation is up to you.

You won't find a better combination of
price and performance for a multi-use DLP
projector anywhere else. The Xerox DP 820
simply leaves the competition in the dark.

DP 820

• 1600 Lumens

• 800 x 600 XGA Resolution

• DLP™ (Texas Instruments)
Display Technology with 
2000:1 Contrast Ratio

• 4.5 lbs

• Laser Pointer Remote Control
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Features and Benefits

DLP™ (Texas Instruments) 
Display Technology 
The DP 820’s powerful DLP technology
produces a contrast ratio of 2000:1, which
provides truer blacks and holds highlight
detail for unsurpassed picture clarity,
luminance and color accuracy. DLP digital-
ly manipulates light and is a proven
technology utilized wherever visual
excellence is in demand. It’s the only
display solution that enables an entirely
digital connection between the video source
and the screen in front of you.

High 800 x 600 (SVGA) Resolution
With the DP 820’s high SVGA resolution,
you can fill the screen from a palette of over
16.7 million colors with your presentation
without seeing pixelation, resulting in a
higher quality viewing experience and no
jagged text or graphics. Of course, the DP
820 is completely compatible with VGA,
XGA and SXGA video and PC systems.

1600 Lumens
In the past, projector systems sacrificed
brightness for price so that competitive
products were either bright and expensive
or affordable but far less bright. Not so
with the DP 820 with its brilliant 1600
lumens and budget-minded price tag.
Today you can have them both. You can
now present in bright ambient light
situations and still provide professional
quality viewing.

Flexibility In and Out
With a myriad of connection options in the
office, conference room, on the road and
in home theater, the DP 820 rises to the
task with ample video input choices: PC
15-pin, S-Video and Composite (RCA)
video connections. No matter where in the
world the DP 820 finds itself, business
continues with NTSC, PAL, and SECAM
video capability. And HDTV displays in
720p and 1080i for the very finest video
experience.
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Xerox DP 820 Projector Specifications
Display Technology DLP™ (DDR) by Texas Instruments
Resolution Native: 800 x 600 SVGA

Compatible: VGA x XGA x SXGA
Brightness 1600 ANSI Lumens (Peak)
Contrast 2000:1
Projection Lens F=20.2 - 24.2 mm, F/2.5
Audible Noise 34dB
Aspect Ratio 4:3/16:9
Zoom Type Manual Zoom 1.2x
Video Capatibility NTSC (480i/p), PAL (576i/p), SECAM, 

HDTV (720p, 1080i)
Throw Ratio 1.2-10 (Projection Distance/Image Width)
Projection Distance 1.2m - 10m
Image Size 27.6” to 267.2” (0.7- 6.78m) Diagonal
Keystone Correction Vertical   15 degrees
Projection Types Front, Ceiling mounted, Rear, Rear ceiling mounted
Sync Rate HSync 15 -100kHz  VSync 43 -120Hz
Lamp Type 200 watt OSRAM
Lamp Life 2000 Hours
Dimensions 9.9” x 7.9” x 3.8” (253 x 201 x 97mm) WxHxD
Weight 4.5 lbs (1.9kg)
Inputs PC 15 Pin D-SUB (For VGA analog RGB)

Video S-Video
Composite Video (RCA)

Warranty Two (2) years limited warranty
90 days or 500 hours on lamp

Supplied AC power cord 1.8m
Accessories 15-Pin VGA to 15-Pin VGA cable 1.8m

Composite video cable 1.8m
S-Video cable 1.8m
Carry Bag
Laser Pointer Remote Control
Battery for Remote
Lens Cap
User’s guide, Quick Start guide, Soft copy
Warranty Card

Menu Languages Languages included: English, French, Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese, German, Chinese, Japanese and Russian
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